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The Ser/Thr Phosphatase PP2A Regulatory Subunit
Widerborst Inhibits Notch Signaling
Anasua Bose, Adam T. Majot, Ashok P. Bidwai*
Department of Biology, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia, United States of America
Abstract
Drosophila Enhancer of split M8, an effector of Notch signaling, is regulated by protein kinase CK2. The phosphatase PP2A is
thought to play an opposing (inhibitory) role, but the identity of the regulatory subunit was unknown. The studies
described here reveal a role for the PP2A regulatory subunit widerborst (wdb) in three developmental contexts; the bristle,
wing and the R8 photoreceptors of the eye. wdb overexpression elicits bristle and wing defects akin to reduced Notch
signaling, whereas hypomorphic mutations in this PP2A subunit elicit opposite effects. We have also evaluated wdb
functions using mutations in Notch and E(spl) that affect the eye. We find that the eye and R8 defects of the well-known Nspl
mutation are enhanced by a hypomorphic allele of wdb, whereas they are strongly rescued by wdb overexpression. Similarly,
ectopic wdb rescues the eye and R8 defects of the E(spl)D mutation, which affects the m8 gene. In addition, wdb
overexpression also rescues the bristle defects of ectopically expressed M8, or the eye and R8 defects of its CK2
phosphomimetic variant M8-S159D. The latter finding suggests that PP2A may target M8 at highly conserved residues in the
vicinity of the CK2 site, whose phosphorylation controls repression of Atonal and the R8 fate. Together, the studies identify
PP2A-Wdb as a participant in Notch signaling, and suggest that M8 activity is controlled by phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation. The conservation of the phosphorylation sites between Drosophila E(spl) and the HES/HER proteins
from mammals, reptiles, amphibians, birds and fish raises the prospect that this mode of regulation is widespread.
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Introduction
The Notch signaling pathway is highly conserved among
metazoan organisms and plays a pivotal role in cell fate
determination throughout development [1–4]. Extensive studies
in invertebrate and vertebrate models have resulted in the
identification of most of the components of this pathway, and
revealed that Notch activation results in the transcription of a
family of basic Helix-loop-Helix (bHLH) repressors [5]. These
proteins, collectively called the Hairy-Enhancer of Split (HES)
repressors, are the terminal effectors of Notch signaling [6–11].
Over the years a remarkably detailed picture has emerged on
the conserved components and mechanisms controlling ligand
binding, Notch receptor processing, the nuclear functions of its
intracellular domain (NICD), and factors mediating expression of
the HES repressors. Despite this progress, our understanding of
the mechanisms by which the large number of HES repressors
mediate the diverse functions of Notch still remains incomplete.
Because of their conserved (bHLH) structure, it has been thought
that the HES proteins are functionally redundant and that they act
as dosage-dependent effectors of Notch signaling. Arguments
against both views (see below) have emerged from studies in
Drosophila, specifically during the patterning/selection of the
‘founding’ R8 photoreceptors in the compound eye and the bristle
sensory organ precursors (SOPs).
The development of the R8 or SOP is dependent upon bHLH
proneural activators [12,13]. These are atonal (ato) in the case of the
R8 photoreceptor [14,15] and a group of activators encoded by
the achaete scute Complex (ASC) in the case of the bristle SOP [16–
21]. The expression of these activators maintains neural compe-
tency in groups of otherwise equipotential cells, the proneural
clusters (PNCs). This broad expression of Ato/ASC is later refined
by the HES repressors in a process called lateral inhibition [22–
24], during which the presumptive R8/SOP activates Notch to
elicit HES expression in all other cells of the PNC. The HES
repressors then antagonize Ato/ASC, thereby ensuring the
specification (birth) of a single R8/SOP from each PNC, which
is critical for proper structure and patterning of the eye and
bristles.
A body of genetic studies have sought to analyze the roles of the
seven HES repressors of Drosophila encoded by the Enhancer of split
Complex, E(spl)C [5,25–37]. Although these studies were the first to
identify the HES repressors and establish their role in tissue
patterning, they have produced paradoxical results. For example,
loss of the E(spl)C elicits the birth of supernumerary R8s/SOPs
[38], phenotypes that mimic loss of the Notch receptor or the
transcription factor Suppressor of Hairless (Su(H)) [39,40], which
controls E(spl) expression in concert with NICD. In contrast, gain-
of-function (GoF) studies have elicited confounding results. While
ectopic expression of most E(spl)-members extinguishes the bristle-
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SOP fate [31,33], the R8 fate is largely refractory. This inactivity
was observed even with eye-specific members such as E(spl)-M8
[41], whose expression correlates in time/space to the emergence
of single R8 cells [42] and whose mutation (E(spl)D) elicits
dominant loss of R8s and the eye [41,43]. This was the first line of
evidence that for E(spl)-M8, protein dosage is, by itself, insufficient
to inhibit the R8 fate.
This paradox was resolved for E(spl)-M8 whose ability to bind
and antagonize Ato requires phosphorylation by protein kinase
CK2 [44]. This post-translational modification (PTM) converts
autoinhibited (inactive) M8 to a conformation that is competent
for binding and repressing Ato and the R8 fate [45]. CK2 targets
Ser159 in a Ser-rich region of M8 (the P-domain), which is located
in the C-terminal domain (CtD) and is highly conserved in
Drosophila E(spl)-M8, -M5 and -M7, and in human HES6.
Accordingly, CK2 phosphorylates HES6 within its similarly
localized P-domain [46]. Like the M8-Ato interaction, phosphor-
ylation is also key to the formation of a HES6-HES1 complex.
This raises the likelihood that a better understanding of the
regulation of M8 should reveal conserved mechanisms regulating
HES repressors, and by extension Notch signaling. Because CK2
is required for cell viability, its roles have been evinced by RNAi or
dominant-negative (DN) constructs [47,48]. These studies reveal
that reduced CK2 activity elicits twinned and juxtaposed R8s and
SOPs, both hallmarks of impaired lateral inhibition, suggesting
that regulation by PTM is likely to be more general to Notch-
dependent resolution of the PNCs. A better understanding of this
mode of regulation is warranted to fully appreciate mechanisms
controlling Notch signaling.
The aforementioned studies, in turn, raise the question on
control of E(spl)-M8 by dephosphorylation. A candidate enzyme is
the phosphatase PP2A, whose role emerged in assays for impaired
signaling in wild type and mutant Notch (Nspl) backgrounds [48].
Specifically, increased dosage (GoF) of microtubule star (mts), the
unique catalytic subunit of Drosophila PP2A, elicits twinned R8s/
SOPs, defects that closely mimic loss of Notch or CK2. The
possibility thus arises that PP2A antagonizes Notch signaling.
However, the participating PP2A regulatory subunit remained to
be identified, and it was unknown if this phosphatase impacted
E(spl)-M8 activity in vivo.
Drosophila PP2A, like the mammalian enzyme, is composed of
a catalytic (C) and a scaffolding (A) subunit that associate with a
regulatory (R) subunit [49–52]. The core (AC) dimer is
ubiquitously expressed, but lacks target recognition due to a
shallow active site. Target recognition (substrate-specificity) is
conferred by regulatory subunits, which in Drosophila include
widerborst (wdb), twins (tws), B52 and B56. The studies described here
focus on wdb [53]. Using mutations in Notch and E(spl), we provide
evidence that Notch signaling is potentiated by loss of wdb and
antagonized by its overexpression, and that wdb mitigates the
activity of ectopically expressed M8 protein. The multiple lines of
evidence in the bristle, eye and wing identify wdb as a component
of Notch signaling and suggest that repression by E(spl) proteins is
controlled by phosphorylation and dephosphorylation.
Materials and Methods
Fly stock and crosses
Flies were raised at 24uC on standard Yeast-Glucose medium.
All crosses were performed at 24uC, unless indicated otherwise.
The Gal4 drivers were generously provided by other investigators
or obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center (denoted by the
prefix B). The Gal4 drivers are 109-68Gal4 (B6479), scaGal4
[33,54], and E(spl)Gal4 (B8225). The following mutants were
obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center; wdbKG02977
(B12977), N55e11, frt19A (B28813), Nspl (B118, B182) and E(spl)D
(B2447). wdbEP3559 (see ref [55]) flies were a gift from Amita Sehgal
(U. Penn). The UAS-m8 and UAS-m8S159D flies have been
previously described by us [45]. The UAS-RNAi lines to the PP2A
regulatory subunits were obtained from the Drosophila Genetic
Resource Center and include PP2A–B’EY22564 (Flybase #22569)
and tws02414 (Flybase #108872).
Fly phenotypes
Fly heads were removed from newly eclosed flies. Heads were
passed through a graded alcohol series for 24 hours each (25%–
50%–75%-absolute), passed through Hexamethyldisalizane, and
mounted on EM stubs using carbon tape (Ted Pella). Fly heads
were dried for 24 hours, sputter coated with gold, and examined
with a Hitachi scanning electron microscope at an accelerating
voltage of 20 kV. Images were acquired as TIFF files that were
collated using Adobe Illustrator. For quantitative analysis of eye
size (facet number), crosses were established in duplicates, and $
15 adult flies for each genotype were photographed using a Leica
MZ16 stereomicroscope equipped with a Leica DFC-480 digital
camera. Facet numbers were manually counted from TIFF images
of the eyes and subjected to statistical analysis. For bristle
phenotypes, newly eclosed adults were photographed using a
Leica MZ16 stereomicroscope or by scanning EM. For quantita-
tive analysis of the bristle phenotypes, multiple crosses were
established (triplicates), and adults were scored for bristle defects.
Wing margin phenotypes were documented using a Leica MZ16
stereomicroscope. Eye size (facet counts) and bristle and wing
defects were statistically analyzed using the Student’s t-test, with
the exception of Fig. 1F, which was determined using the chi-
squared test.
Immunostaining
Imaginal discs were isolated from late third instar larvae, fixed
in freshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde in 1x phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) for 45 minutes at 4uC, and washed three
times with PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100 (PBS-TX). The
discs were incubated for 12 hours at 4uC in PBS-TX containing
5% normal goat serum and primary antibody, washed three times
with PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100 (PBS-TX) and immu-
nostained for 2–3 hours in secondary antibody. Following this, eye
discs were washed three times with PBS containing 0.3% Triton
X-100 (PBS-TX) and mounted in Vectashield. The following
antibodies were used in this study; guinea pig anti-Sens (gift of
Hugo Bellen, HHMI-Baylor) at a dilution of 1:500 and mouse
anti-ELAV (DSHB, Iowa) at a dilution of 1:500. The mouse anti-
ELAV antibody (9F8A9) developed by Gerald Rubin was obtained
from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, created by the
NICHD of the NIH and maintained at The University of Iowa,
Department of Biology, Iowa City, IA 52242. Secondary
antibodies (Molecular Probes) were goat-anti mouse-IgG coupled
to Alexa Fluor 594 (1:1000) and goat anti-guinea pig-IgG coupled
to Alexa Flour 488 (1:1000).
Confocal microscopy
An Olympus FluoView (FV1000) was used for imaging. Images
were generated from scans acquired every 1 mm along the
apicobasal axis of the discs. Scanning was limited along the Z-
axis to acquire full spectral output of the fluorophores, and no
layers were removed from confocal stacks. Confocal images were
compressed as a Z-stack, exported as TIFF files and collated in
Adobe Illustrator.
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Results
Increased wdb dosage elicits bristle and wing defects
akin to Notch loss of function
Previous studies implicated the PP2A catalytic subunit, mts, in
Notch signaling [48], but the relevant regulatory subunit remained
to be identified. We focused on wdb because it had been identified
in a GoF screen for genes that affect Drosophila bristle
development [56]. This screen demonstrated that PNC-specific
expression of wdbEP3559 (UAS-wdb) by scaGal4 elicits ectopic and
split macrochaetes (MCs) on the notum (Fig. 1A), both suggesting
reduced Notch signaling, but no follow-up studies have been
reported on the underlying mechanism(s). The effects of wdbEP3559
have been recapitulated by UAS-wdb constructs in other studies
[53,57], demonstrating the responsiveness of the EP insertion to
the GAL4-UAS system.
Because scaGal4/+ flies intrinsically display ectopic and split
MCs with low-to-moderate penetrance (,20–30%), we used the
enhancer trap sca109-68Gal4, a driver of weaker strength (abbrevi-
ated as 109-68Gal4, henceforth). 109-68Gal4/+ flies display a
notably lower incidence of ectopic MCs (,10%, data not shown),
but importantly do not exhibit any split MCs (Fig. 1C). Using the
latter as a bioassay, we find that ,50% of flies overexpressing wdb
(wdbEP3559) display split MCs (Fig. 1B, C). This defect requires wdb
expression, as no split MCs are seen in wdbEP3559/+ flies (Fig. 1C).
Thus wdb-GoF elicits bristle defects akin to loss of Notch.
We sought to determine the role of Wdb in the developing wing
margin. We first tested for wdb-GoF effects using E(spl)Gal4. We
find that expression of wdb elicits notched wings with a high
penetrance (Fig. 1D, E). The absence or extremely low incidence
of notched wings in wdbEP3559/+ flies or in E(spl)Gal4/+ flies
(Fig. 1E) reveals that this defect is wdb-dependent. The bristle and
wing defects of UAS-wdb closely resemble those elicited by
expression of UAS-mts with 109-68Gal4 or E(spl)Gal4 [48]. We
also assessed if loss of wdb would modify the classical wing margin
defect of the Notch allele N55e11. Consistent with a wdb-GoF role in
reducing Notch pathway activity, reduction of wdb dosage
(through use of the hypomorphic allele wdbKG02977) yields a
significant rescue of the wing margin defect of N55e11 heterozygotes
(Fig. 1F). No such wing margin defects are intrinsic to flies that are
heterozygous or homozygous for wdbKG02977 (Fig. 1F, and data not
shown). Thus Wdb and Mts activities occur in similar develop-
mental contexts and display effects consistent with reduced Notch
signaling.
wdb dosage modulates the retinal defects of Nspl
Loss of CK2 compromises lateral inhibition and elicits ectopic
(twinned) R8s and rough eyes [47]. If PP2A opposes Notch
signaling, increased dosage of this phosphatase should elicit similar
Figure 1. Wdb overexpression elicits bristle and wing margin defects. (A, B) Overexpression of Wdb elicits ectopic (arrow) and split
macrochaetes (arrowhead). (B) Scanning EM of a split-MC. (C) Quantification of the penetrance of split-MCs; asterisks denote P-values,0.001 (n$75).
(D, E, F) Notched wing defects. (E) Overexpression of Wdb elicits wing margin defects. (F) Loss of wdb modifies the wing margin defects of N55e11 flies.
Asterisks in panels E and F denote P-values,0.001 (n$44).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0101884.g001
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R8/eye defects. However, overexpression of wdb by scaGal4 or
109-68Gal4 did not affect the R8s or the adult eye (data not shown,
and see below), similar to the inactivity of ectopic Mts, reported by
us [48]. This raised the possibility that the threshold requirement
for PP2A is higher during R8 selection, compared to that in the
bristle or wing (Fig. 1).
To evaluate if wdb plays a role in R8 selection, we employed
Nspl, a widely studied mutation that mainly affects the eye.
Specifically, Nspl increases receptor sensitivity to the ligand Delta,
thereby allowing inappropriate Notch activity in R8 precursors
leading to loss of R8s [58]. Because morphogen secretion by
differentiated R8s is required for ato expression and progression of
eye development, further R8 specification becomes impaired. This
reduces both, the number of ommatidia (facets) and their
hexagonal phasing, which manifest as reduced and rough eyes,
respectively (Fig. 2B, B’). Consistent with Nspl rendering R8s
sensitive to inhibitory Notch signaling, its eye defects are rescued
by halved dosage of Delta, Su(H) or E(spl)C [42,59,60], or by
conditions that should favor hypo-phosphorylation of M8 such as
CK2-RNAi or Mts-GoF [43,48]. This Notch mutation thus
provides a sensitized background where modulation of endoge-
nous E(spl) activity by CK2 or PP2A can be assessed.
Since the complete loss of PP2A elicits cell lethality [53], we
tested if the hypomorphic allele wdbKG02977 modifies the retinal
defects of Nspl. Indeed, when homozygous, wdbKG02977 exacerbates
the reduced and rough eye of Nspl males (Fig. 2C, C’). This effect is
not seen in Nspl/Y; wdbKG02977/+ flies (Fig. 2E) or in wdbKG02977/
wdbKG02977 flies (Fig. 2A), reflecting the hypomorphic nature of this
wdb allele. In addition, mispatterning of the inter-ommatidial
bristles (IOBs) was exacerbated in Nspl/Y; wdbKG02977/wdbKG02977
flies (compare Fig. 2B’ and 2C’), wherein multiple IOBs were
found at normal and ectopic positions in the ommatidial lattice.
On their own, homozygous wdbKGO2977 flies do not exhibit such
IOB defects (Fig. 2A). The effects of wdbKG02977 reflect diminished
PP2A activity, because precise excision of the P-element reverses
the autophagy defects of this wdb mutation [57].
We next tested if the retinal defects of Nspl are rescued by wdb
overexpression. For this, we used the driver 109-68Gal4, which is
active at stage 2/3 of the morphogenetic furrow (MF, see [61,62])
where lateral inhibition drives R8 selection (inset in Fig. 2). Indeed,
overexpression of UAS-wdb (wdbEP3559) rescues the reduced eye of
Nspl (Fig. 2D), and markedly improves the hexagonal phasing of
the ommatidia and the positioning of the IOBs (Fig. 2D’).
To provide quantitative analysis, we determined facet counts
(graph in Fig. 2), an approach that has been used to compare eye
size [43,48,63,64]. The facet number for Nspl males, 320610, was
used as a baseline. Consistent with the adult eye, Nspl/Y;
wdbKG02997/wdbKG02997 flies display a significantly reduced facet
count (,200611, see graph in Fig. 2), whereas overexpression of
wdb significantly increased facet counts (,480611). Importantly,
no modulation was seen in relevant control genotypes (Fig. 2E).
Thus loss of wdb exacerbates Nspl, whereas its overexpression
rescues. The opposite effects of wdb-LoF and-GoF strengthen the
role of this regulatory subunit in Notch signaling.
We also tested a recessive lethal allele of twins, tws02412, and B’
(PP2A-B’EY22564), but found that neither modulated Nspl (data not
shown). As an alternative, we expressed UAS-RNAi lines that target
tws and the B’ regulatory subunits with 109-68Gal4 but found that
they did not modulate Nspl (data not shown). Similarly, the
recessive lethal allele mtsXE2258 did not exacerbate the reduced eye
of Nspl (data not shown), indicating that a 50% reduction in tws or
mts activity is not limiting for PP2A activity. Therefore, our studies
do not formally exclude the contributions of the regulatory
subunits tws or B’.
wdbKG02977 enhances the R8 defects of Nspl
We next determined if the effects of wdbKG02977 on Nspl involve
the R8 cells, the founding photoreceptors [65,66]. For this, we
stained third instar eye discs for Senseless (Sens), a marker for
differentiated R8s [67,68], and ELAV, a pan-neuronal marker
[69]. In wild type discs (Fig. 3A) Sens expression initiates during
R8 birth, after which Sens is maintained in differentiated R8s. To
each R8, seven ELAV+ photoreceptors (R1–R7) are sequentially
recruited. As previously shown, in Nspl eye discs (Fig. 3B) Sens
expression is not uniform along the dorso-ventral (DV) axis and is
not sustained along the antero-posterior (AP) axis indicating that
the inappropriate Notch activity impairs proper R8 differentiation.
Importantly, wdbKG02977 exacerbates the R8 defects of Nspl
(Fig. 3C), such that Sens expression is further diminished and
poorly sustained along the AP axis. Notably, significant regions of
the eye disc display no R8s or secondary photoreceptors. These
patches of cells, which fail to undergo retinal fate specification, are
randomly positioned in the eye disc (compare two such discs in
Fig. 3C and C’) and do not manifest as gaps in the adult eye (see
Fig. 2C), as unspecified cells are removed by apoptosis [70]. The
reduced number and spacing of Sens+ and ELAV+ clusters are
consistent with the exacerbated loss of the adult eye when wdb
activity is compromised in Nspl flies (Fig. 2C). Thus loss of wdb
exacerbates the R8 defects of Nspl.
wdb overexpression rescues the eye defects of Nspl/+;
E(spl)D/+ flies
We next evaluated the role of wdb in an E(spl) mutant
background. We employed the dominant m8 mutation E(spl)D,
which elicits a reduced eye, but only in Nspl flies (see Fig. 4B).
Given the recessive nature of this Notch allele, Nspl/Y; E(spl)D/+
males display a severely reduced eye field (,15 facets, see ref. [41])
that is not amenable to modulation, whereas this effect is of
moderate severity in Nspl/+; E(spl)D/+ females (,275 facets,
Fig. 4B). This moderate effect (in females) is amenable to
modulation, given rescue by loss of function mutations in Delta or
E(spl)C [42].
We find that overexpression of wdb with 109-68Gal4 rescues the
reduced eye of Nspl/+; E(spl)D/+ females, appears to restore facet
phasing (compare Fig. 4B and 4C), and significantly increases eye
size (graph in Fig. 4). These effects require wdb expression, because
no rescue is seen in the control genotypes (Fig. 4D, E). We next
determined if rescue involves R8 specification and differentiation.
Compared to WT (see Fig. 3A), Nspl/+; E(spl)D/+ eye discs display
gaps between differentiated R8s, regions also devoid of secondary
(ELAV+) photoreceptors (Fig. 4B’, B’’). Moreover, many of the
R8s that are born fail to properly recruit ELAV+ cells, indicating
that the progressive recruitment of secondary photoreceptors is
impaired. These R8 defects are strongly rescued by overexpression
of wdb in Nspl/+; E(spl)D/+ females (Fig. 4C’, C’’), an outcome
consistent with the adult eye (Fig. 4C). Overexpression of wdb on
its own does not affect the eye, R8 specification or secondary
photoreceptor recruitment (Fig. 4A, A’, A’’). Thus increased wdb
dosage rescues the eye and R8 defects of Nspl, both alone or in
combination with E(spl)D.
wdb overexpression rescues the IOB loss of ectopic
E(spl)-M8
We next tested if wdb overexpression would attenuate the
activity of ectopic M8, as this would provide in vivo evidence that
PP2A affects E(spl) activity, rather than expression of endogenous
E(spl) proteins by perturbed Notch signaling. This was deemed
important, because the modulation observed in our studies
PP2A Inhibits Notch Signaling
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(Figs. 1–4) could formally result from altered E(spl) expression in
response to wdb-GoF/LoF. We have previously shown that
expression of UAS-M8 (wild type) with scaGal4 elicits strong loss
of the IOBs, but does not affect R8 birth, eye size or facet phasing
(Fig. 5B, see ref. [45]). Indeed, co-expression of UAS-wdb
significantly restores IOBs (Fig. 5C). This effect is not seen upon
co-expression of UAS-LacZ (data not shown), excluding competi-
tion for limiting amounts of Gal4 protein. Expression of wdb-alone
elicits only occasional loss or duplicated IOBs (see Fig. 5A). As
these studies were conducted in Notch+ flies and M8 expression is
under Gal4-UAS control, it seems unlikely that Wdb has direct
(inhibitory) effects on components of the Notch receptor pathway.
wdb overexpression rescues the eye defects of the CK2
mimic M8-S159D
We next tested if ectopic Wdb would rescue the reduced eye
phenotype of a variant of M8 that harbors a phosphomimetic Asp
in place of Ser159, a residue targeted by protein kinase CK2 [44].
This modification serves to activate M8 repression of Ato. We
have previously reported [45] that expression of M8-S159D with
scaGal4 elicits a severely reduced eye (#15 facets, likely a limit
phenotype), whereas that with 109-68Gal4 is more muted (,300
facets, Fig. 6A and graph). Since the effects with 109-68Gal4 are of
moderate severity, we reasoned that these should be responsive to
ectopic wdb. Indeed, co-expression of wdb rescued the reduced eye
and significantly increased facet numbers (Fig. 6B and graph). As
co-expression of UAS-lacZ is ineffective (Fig. 6 graph), rescue by
ectopic wdb does not reflect competition for a limiting amount of
Gal4. We next stained eye discs with Sens and ELAV. In 109-68/
+; UAS-m8-S159D/+ eye discs, R8 patterning is perturbed, and
these R8s poorly sustain Sens expression and inefficiently recruit
secondary (ELAV+) photoreceptors (Fig. 6A’), as also observed in
Nspl/+; E(spl)D/+ flies (see Fig. 4B’). These defects are rescued by
co-expression of wdb (Fig. 6B’, see magnification in Fig. 6B’’).
Importantly, in discs overexpressing M8-S159D+Wdb (Fig. 6B’,
B’’), patterning of R8s appears closer to that in wild type discs (see
Fig. 3A), which resemble those overexpressing only wdb (Fig. 4A’).
Figure 2. Modulation of the eye defects of Nspl by Wdb. Scanning EM of the adult eye at a magnification of 200x (A–D) and 1000x (B’–D’). (A)
wdbKG02977 homozygous flies display wild type eyes, whereas those of Nspl/Y (males) are reduced and rough (B, B’). The Nspl eye is exacerbated by
wdbKG02977 (C, C’), but rescued by overexpression of UAS-wdb (D, D’). Graph shows ommatidial (facet) counts of the eyes in panels B–D. Facet counts
were determined in $15 flies, and asterisks denote P-values,0.001. (E) Facet counts in other relevant genotypes; note that wild type flies typically
display 750–800 facets. Inset shows R8 selection from intermediate groups (IG). During R8 specification, Ato expression initiates at stage-1 of the MF,
then upregulates, and finally resolves at stage-2/3, a region that coincides with the expression domain of 109-68Gal4. Color codes are; Ato (pink/red),
Sens (blue) and secondary R cells (grey).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0101884.g002
PP2A Inhibits Notch Signaling
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Together, the findings that ectopic Wdb rescues the eye/R8
defects of Nspl males (Figs. 2, 3) or Nspl/+; E(spl)D/+ females (Fig. 4)
support the possibility that Wdb enables PP2A to oppose Notch
signaling, while rescue of the IOB defects of ectopic M8 (Fig. 5) or
the eye/R8 defects of M8-S159D (Fig. 6) strengthen the likelihood
that Wdb enables PP2A to target the Notch effector M8.
Discussion
Control of protein activities by phosphorylation is a widespread
regulatory mechanism, and reflects the need for rapid switching
between two activity states. These modifications are often fine-
tuned by the coordinated activities of phosphatases. One such
enzyme is PP2A, whose role in Notch signaling was unclear. The
studies described here identify wdb as a component of Notch
signaling in multiple developmental contexts. We have conducted
GoF and LoF studies on wdb in wild type flies, in Notch and E(spl)
mutants, and upon ectopic expression of E(spl)-M8 or its CK2-site
variant M8-S159D. Our studies suggest that PTM of HES
repressors constitutes a sophisticated yet poorly studied component
of Notch signaling.
Specifically, we demonstrate that ectopic wdb elicits bristle and
wing margin defects that mimic loss of Notch (Fig. 1), rescues the
eye/R8 defects of hypermorphic Notch and E(spl) mutations
(Figs. 2, 3 and 4), and mitigates the activity of M8 during IOB
development (Fig. 5) and that of the CK2 mimetic M8-S159D
variant during eye/R8 development (Fig. 6). The effects of ectopic
wdb are unlikely to reflect an artifact of mis-expression, because
studies on N55e11 (Fig. 1) and Nspl (Figs. 2 and 3) show direct genetic
interactions with the hypomorphic allele wdbKG02977. Importantly,
the eye/R8 defects respond in a predictable manner, i.e.,
exacerbated by wdb-LoF but rescued by wdb-GoF. Together, the
bristle, wing and eye/R8 analyses demonstrate that PP2A opposes
Notch signaling, that this function is mediated by Wdb, and that
this phosphatase mitigates the activity of E(spl)-M8, one of the
bHLH effectors of this pathway.
It has been previously shown that decreased dosage of E(spl) or
CK2 rescues the eye/R8 defects of Nspl, as does an increase in the
dosage of mts, the PP2A catalytic subunit. At face value, the studies
of Figs. 2–4 could be the outcome if ectopic wdb were to inhibit the
Notch receptor, components of this pathway or signaling to the
nucleus, e.g., by impairing NICD or Su(H) activity. If any of these
were the case, ectopic wdb would attenuate expression of
endogenous E(spl) proteins or the mutant (M8) protein encoded
by the E(spl)D allele (Fig. 4), either of which would elicit rescue.
However, this possibility is diminished, because studies on the IOB
defects of M8 (Fig. 5) and the eye and R8 defects of M8-S159D
(Fig. 6) were in Notch+ flies, and where the Gal4-UAS approach was
used for transgene expression. Taken together, a simpler
interpretation is that Wdb enables PP2A to mitigate E(spl)-M8
activity.
The modulation of the IOB defects of M8 (Fig. 5) appears more
straightforward given that the P-domain is unperturbed (see
Fig. 7A). In contrast, the modulation of the eye/R8 defects of the
CK2 phospho-mimetic M8-S159D (Fig. 6) may seem paradoxical,
as this Asp variant should not have been responsive to phosphatase
activity if PP2A were to target the CK2 site. As shown in Fig. 7B,
the P-domain is populated by a number of Ser residues that are
highly conserved in M8, M7, M5, three of which are also
conserved in the human, mouse and Anolis HES6. The
importance of the CK2 site is now well understood for fly M8
and mouse HES6 (see Introduction), but the roles of the other
highly conserved Ser residues are beginning to be resolved. In the
case of HES6, the PGSP motif (see Fig. 7B) is targeted by MAPK
[71], but its developmental role remains unknown. Likewise, the
additional Ser residues in M8 appear to be subject to phosphor-
ylation. In support, our ongoing studies reveal that replacement of
the MAPK site of M8-S159D with PLAP neutralizes repression of
Ato and the R8 fate (Bandyopadhyay and Bidwai, In preparation),
raising the prospect that M8, like HES6, requires multi-site
phosphorylation. In light of these findings, PP2A may target the
MAPK site or modifications at the other Ser residues (see Fig. 7A),
thereby controlling repressor activity. The possibility arises that
coordinated functions of the participatory kinases and PP2A
control M8 phosphorylation levels and/or activity (see model in
Fig. 7C). Future biochemical studies are required to test this model
for regulation, determine if Wdb permits PP2A to dephosphorylate
M8, and identify which residue is a target of this phosphatase.
Remarkably, the CK2 Site Is Conserved and Similarly Located
in Chicken/Frog HES6-1, as Well as in HER13.1/2 from Fish
(Fig. 7B, and See Ref [72]). Even Though They Lack a
Recognizable MAPK Site, the P-Domain in HES6-1/HER13.1/
2 Harbors Several Conserved Ser/Thr Residues, Many of Which
Meet the Consensus for CK2 (See Residues in Red in Fig. 7B).
Because CK2 Is an Acidophilic Kinase That Utilizes Pser/Pthr as
Surrogates for Asp/Glu [73–76], the Possibility Remains That
HES6-1/HER13.1/2 Are More Extensively Phosphorylated by
This Enzyme. This Possibility May Explain a Report [72] That
Mutation of the Primary CK2 Site in Chicken HES6-1 (the Ser
Figure 3. Loss of wdb activity enhances the R8 defects of Nspl.
Eye discs of the indicated genotypes were stained with a-Sens (Green)
and a-ELAV (Red) to assess R8 differentiation and secondary
photoreceptor recruitment, respectively. Panels C and C’ show two
discs of the indicated genotype to illustrate random positioning of
patches of non-specified and non-differentiated retinal tissue. Arrows
denote direction of MF progression.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0101884.g003
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Figure 4. Ectopic Wdb rescues the eye defects of Nspl/+; E(spl)D/+ flies. Scanning EM of the adult eye at 200x magnification (A–C). (A)
Overexpression of wdb does not perturb the adult eye. The reduced eye of Nspl/+; E(spl)D/+ flies (B) is rescued by overexpression of Wdb (C). Eye discs
of the genotypes indicated in A–C were stained with a-Sens (Green) and a-ELAV (Red) to assess R8 differentiation and secondary photoreceptor
recruitment, respectively, and arrows denote direction of MF progression. Panels A’–C’ show Sens+ELAV staining, whereas A’’–C’’ show Sens-only
channel to highlight differentiated R8s. Graph shows ommatidial (facet) counts of the adult eyes. Data labeled B and C correspond to the adult eye
shown in panels B and C. The genotype of relevant control progeny (D, E) is noted. Facet counts were determined in$15 flies, and asterisk denotes P-
values,0.001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0101884.g004
Figure 5. Ectopic Wdb rescues the IOB defects of E(spl)-M8. UAS-constructs were expressed with scaGal4 and adult eyes were analyzed by
scanning EM. Note that overexpression of Wdb alone (A) elicits occasional loss of IOB’s (arrow) or duplication (dotted circle). Overexpression of wild
type M8 elicits strong loss of the IOBs, but does not perturb the hexagonal pattern of ommatidia (B). Co-expression of Wdb strongly rescues the IOB-
loss of M8 (C).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0101884.g005
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Residue Colored in Green in Fig. 7B) to Ala Does Not Affect
Repression of HES5. Direct (in vitro) Biochemical Studies Are
Needed to Determine If CK2 Targets a Single/Multiple Sites in
HES6-1 and HER13.1/2.
The E(spl)/HES/HER proteins display length and sequence
heterogeneity of the CtD. Computational analysis of fly E(spl)
proteins reveals that the P-domain and its flanking sequences
(aside from WRPW) are intrinsically disordered (ID), as is also the
case for the HES/HER proteins (ref [64], and data not shown). It
is becoming increasingly apparent that ID-regions, which are rich
in Ser/Thr and Asp/Glu residues, are used to regulate activity
through PTM [77–79]. The possibility thus arises that this region
in E(spl)/HES/HER proteins serves as a ‘charge-sensor’ that controls
activity via phosphorylation. If so, one might expect that
evolutionary pressure would select for phosphorylatable residues,
regardless of the kinases required. Such an argument has, in fact,
been made for the circadian clock (see below), which requires
multi-site phosphorylation of fly/human Period (PER, [80]) and
the Frequency protein from Neurospora [81], even though the
participatory kinases vary across taxa.
Our studies raise a number of questions relevant to our
understanding of Notch signaling. We address each of these
individually.
Firstly, how widespread is the regulation of E(spl)/HES proteins
by PTM? The P-domain is highly conserved amongst M8, M7 and
M5 (Fig. 7), and our recent studies have uncovered a variant P-
domain in Mc that is efficiently phosphorylated by CK2 (Jozwick
and Bidwai, In preparation). Consequently, four E(spl) members
are now known to be CK2-targets, whereas three (M3, Mb and
Md) appear to not be modified by this kinase. Importantly, the
CK2 site in these four members is invariant in the homologous
proteins from 12 Drosophila species that diverged over
506106 years (data not shown), a window of time over which
mutations would have accumulated were these inconsequential for
repressor activity.
Second, why are some E(spl)/HES proteins devoid of a P-
domain? We speculate that this may reflect different modes by
which E(spl)/HES proteins repress cell fate. Perhaps, the best
example is the M8-Ato interaction. It was initially thought that
E(spl) proteins bind N-box sequences to mediate repression [82].
However, no N-box has been identified in the ato-enhancers [83],
leading to the view that protein-protein interactions underlie
repression [84,85]. In this model, heterodimers of Ato and
Daughterless (Da) bind to E-boxes in the ato-enhancer [61], and
repression by M8 involves formation of (DNA-binding indepen-
dent) M8-Ato complexes. It is however, unlikely that this mode of
repression is universal, given that the basic domain of HES
members is conserved, and N-boxes have been identified in the
ASC enhancer, whose mutations lead to impaired repression.
Given the roles of HES proteins in myogenesis, oogenesis,
somitogenesis, it is conceivable that either one or a combination
of mechanisms regulate repression, or that in vivo targets of HES
proteins are isoform-specific. Consistent with the latter possibility,
the direct physical interaction of M8 with Ato has not been
observed with E(spl)-Mc and-Md [41,86], two members whose
expression in the MF closely correlates to birth of the R8s. Isoform
specificity has also been reported for interactions of E(spl)
members with ASC-bHLH activators [86].
Figure 6. Ectopic Wdb rescues the eye defects of the CK2 mimic M8-S159D. Scanning EM of the adult eye at 200x magnification (A–B). (A)
Overexpression of M8-S159D elicits a moderately reduced eye (A), which is strongly rescued by co-expression of Wdb. Graph shows ommatidial
(facet) counts of the adult eyes. Data labeled A and B correspond to the adult eye shown in panels A and B. The genotype of relevant control progeny
(C) is noted. Facet counts were determined in $15 flies, and asterisk denotes P-values,0.001. Eye discs of the genotypes indicated in A–B were
stained with a-Sens (Green) and a-ELAV (Red) to assess R8 differentiation and secondary photoreceptor recruitment, respectively, and arrows denote
direction of MF progression. Panels A’–B’ show Sens+ELAV staining, whereas B’’ show a magnification of B’ to highlight rescue of differentiated R8s
and ELAV clusters.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0101884.g006
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Third, can the principles gleaned from other biological contexts
apply to our studies on CK2, PP2A and Notch? The regulation of
the central clock protein Period (PER) provides an attractive
model. Detailed studies have revealed that PER activity/levels are
regulated by CK2 and PP2A [55,80,87–89]. In this case, CK2
promotes PER activity, whereas PP2A opposes. Additional
regulation is conferred by CK1 (doubletime [90]) and GSK3 (shaggy
[91]), with PER degradation being controlled by CK1 and the F-
box protein Slimb/b-TrCP [92,93]. It is of interest to note that the
additional Ser residues of the P-domain of M8 (Fig. 7A) resemble
the consensus for CK1 and that phosphorylation is predicted to
generate a strong site for Slimb binding (Majot and Bidwai,
unpublished). If so, the cohort of kinases and phosphatases that
regulate E(spl)-M8 may more closely resemble regulation of PER
by PTM than has been recognized. Interestingly, sleep homeo-
stasis is perturbed in Nspl mutants [94,95], although it is unknown if
this reflects altered E(spl) expression and/or regulation. Future
studies on E(spl)-M8 will be required to determine if its regulation
is in fact similar to that of PER, or if the shared kinases and
phosphatases is merely coincidental.
On its own, the shared regulation of M8 and HES6 makes for a
strong evolutionary argument. Although the role of PP2A in HES6
regulation remains unknown, we note that HES6 regulates
transitions in retinal cell fate specification and during development
of the cerebral cortex, where progenitors give rise to the ordered
specification of neurons (first), astrocytes (second) and oligoden-
drocytes (third) [96,97]. It has, in fact, been proposed that
regulated HES6 activity (phosphorylation/dephosphorylation)
Figure 7. Conserved Ser residues in E(spl)/HES/HER and model for regulation of M8. (A) Functional domains in E(spl) proteins; the red oval
is the Ser-rich phosphorylation domain (PD) located in the C-terminal domain (CtD). The P-domain of M8 and its CK2 mimetic form M8-S159D. (B)
Alignment of the P-domain in Drosophila E(spl)-M8, -M5, -M7, HES6 from mammals/reptiles/birds/frogs, and the fish HER13 isoforms. The consensus
sites for CK2 and MAPK are shown. Note the invariant CK2 site in E(spl)/HES/HER. The underlined Ser residues highlighted in yellow denote
biochemically identified CK2 and MAPK sites. Arrowheads below alignment denote residues predicted to also be modified by CK2, and PK denotes
yet unidentified protein kinases. The number of residues separating the P-domain from the C-terminal WRPW motif is indicated. (C) Model for
regulation of M8. CK2 in concert with other protein kinases (PK) converts M8 into an active repressor of Atonal, whereas PP2A in concert with yet
unidentified factors (?) mediate inactivation, through a conformational change or by destruction.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0101884.g007
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may underlie the timing of transitions from neurogenesis to
astrocyte specification, during which HES6 promotes the former
and inhibits the latter [71,98]. In Drosophila, it may be the case
that phosphorylation of M8 allows for proper R8 selection,
whereas dephosphorylation controls rapid inactivation and/or
clearance (see model in Fig. 7C). Given that R8 birth is closely
followed (in time and space) by (Notch-dependent) recruitment of
the R2/R5 photoreceptor pair, control by phosphorylation would
be a significantly faster and more robust circuit, as compared to
that based solely upon transcription. This mode of control would
appear consistent with a mathematical model that R8 selection
occurs in #10 minutes [99], a window of time more compatible
with control of M8 activity/levels through PTM (phosphorylation
and dephosphorylation). Such a mode of regulation may exploit
tissue-specific expression patterns of select E(spl)-members
[28,100], their regulation by PTM and their preferred develop-
mental targets.
Future studies to identify the site on M8 that is a target for
PP2A, and whether HES6 is similarly regulated by dephosphor-
ylation will be required to more fully reveal the mechanism(s) by
which phosphorylation and dephosphorylation control repression.
Thus, the observation of M8 control by PTM fortuitously opens a
new window into regulation of Notch signaling, and raises the
prospect that this mechanism is differentially employed in tissue
patterning.
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